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Ab_tract
Plasr_a disruptionsare consideredone of the most limitingfactorsfor successful
operationof magnetic fusionreactors. Duringa disruption,a sharp, rapid release
of energy strikes components such as the divertor or limiter plates. Severe
surface erosion and melting of these componentsmay then occur. The amount
of material eroded from both ablation and melting is important to the reactor
design and component lifetime. The anticipated performance of both beryllium
and graphite as plasma-facing materials during such abnormal events is
analyzed and compared.
Recent experimental data obtained with both plasma guns and electron beams
are carefully evaluated and compared to resultsof analyticalmodeling, including
vapor shielding effect. Initialresults from plasma gun experiments indicatethat
the Be erosion rate is about five times larger than that for a graphite material
under the same disruption conditions. Key differences between simulation
experimentsand reactor disruptionon the net erosion rate, and consequentlyon
the lifetime of the divertor plate, are discussed in detail. The advantages and
disadvantages of Be over graphite as a divertor plasma-facing material are
discussed.

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Fusion Energy,
underContractW=31-109-Eng-38.
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I. Introduction

Disruption damage to plasma-facing components in a magnetic fusion
reactor is a major concern for component survivabilityand lifetime evaluation.
During a disruption, an intense flow of energy is directed outward from the
plasma core to the plasma-facingcomponents. As a result,a sharp depositionof
energy (10-20 MJ/m2) occurs rapidly (0.1-3 ms) on components such as the
divertor or limiter plates.

Severe surface erosion and melting of these

componentsmay result. The exact amount of materialeroded from bothablation
and meltingis criticallyimportantto reactor design and itscomponent lifetime, in
current tokamak machines, ITER - like heat loads and disruptionconditionsmay
not be achievable. Therefore, the expected ITER conditions may have to be
simulated in laboratory disruptionexperiments. Experiments using laser light,
electron beams, and plasma guns have been used in several countriesto study
disruptioneffects on candidate divertor materials, Linke [1], Van der Laan [2],
Bolt [3], Barabash [4], Seki [5]. The results from these simulationexperiments,
however, do not generally agree. Recent disruptionexperiments with plasma
guns at the Universityof New Mexico (USA) and at the EfremovInstitute(Russia)
reportedsignificantlylower erosion rates than those predictedby theoretical calculationswhen no shieldingeffect is taken into account,Gahl [6], Hassanein [7].
Other Russian experiments with an electron beam on graphitehave also shown
less erosionthan the theoreticalpredictions,but more erosionthan plasma gun
experimentsunder similarsimulationconditions,Barabash[4].

High-Zmaterials, suchas tungsten,are generallyexpectedto have supedor
performancethan Iow-Z materials,suchas berylliumand graphite, regardingboth
disruption and sputtering erosion in ITER.

However, Iow-Z materials are still

favorable from the plasma performancestandpoint• The use of Be in JET as a
plasma-facing material has significantlyimproved plasma performance, Rebut
[8].

Beryllium has mainly increased the density limit, significantly reduced

deconditioning after disruptions, and allowed heavy gas fueling for impurity
control,Smeulders[9]. Moreover, it has the obviousadvantage of lower nuclear
charge than graphite• Lower nuclear charge means a lower radiative cooling
rate. With graphite limiters,the radiatedpower in JET plasmasaccountedfor 30100% of the input power in which carbon and oxygen contributedmost of the
radiation. With Be limiters, the radiated power was about 15-60% of the input
power, withthe lower end of the range being typical, Thomas [10]. As a result,
the use of Be has substantially reduced high-density disruptioncompared to
graphite. However, at higher heating powers, Be plates were very vulnerable to
meltingwhich resulted in a rapiddeteriorationof the dischargedue to Be bloom,
Thomas [11]. The highestfusion reactionrate in JET obtainedwith Be was about
half that obtainedwith carbon. Be plates can, however,withstandhigher heating
powers when combined with strong gas puffing to increase radiated power,
Stott [12].

It shouldbe emphasized, however,that most of the advantages associated
with Be gettering and fuel pumping, which have significantly improved the
performance of JET and reduced the incidence of disruptions, may not be
relevant to a machine such as ITER. In a long-pulsedevice such as ITER, both
pumping and getteringwill saturate in a time scale that is very shortcompared to
the pulse length. ITER must have effective pumping for impuritycontrol and
helium removal.

3

The anticipatedperformanceof Be and graphite materialsduringabnormal
events suchas disruptionsis analyzed and compared. Recent experimentaldata
with plasma guns to simulate disruption effects on both Be and graphite is
evaluated and compared to theoretical modeling, including details of vapor
shielding effect.

Major differences between simulation experiments and

disruption conditions in ITER are examined.

The overall advantages and

disadvantages of using Be over graphite as a plasma-facing material are briefly
discussed.

Ih Uncertainties in ITER disruption conditions

To evaluate the ITER divertor plate lifetime and net erosion rate, several
importantfactorsneed to be addressedon plasmaconditionsat the divertorplate
during a disruption. One issue is the plasma-particlekinetic energy during the
disruption at the surface of the divertor plate. This energy will determine the
penetrationdepth of the particlesin the ablated material and will establishpart of
the characteristics of the radiation transport through the vapor to the wall.
Current estimates of thermal particle kineticenergy during the disruptionrange
from 1 to 20 keV.

Other issues such as geometry of plasma jet striking the divertor surface,
angle of incidence, and timing of multiplestrikes needs to be investigated. The
existence of a sheath potentialat the divertorsurface duringthe disruptioncan,
for example, accelerate the plasma particles to energies of about two to three
times the presheathincidentkineticenergy and may cause more ablation.

4
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Another issue is to determine the partition and th_ form of the incident
energy during the disruption. The disruptionenergy may be equally partitioned
between ions and electrons with the same particle kinetic energy.

More

disruptionenergy carried by electrons will probably cause more erosion of the
divertorplate because of their longer range in boththe vaporizedand condensed
divertor material. The disruption may also be preceded by a burst of X-rays.
Dependingon the amountof energy released as X.rays and on their spectra,this
can have affect on the total erosion rate. Other issues such as magnetic field
angle of incidence, the reflected energy from the surface, path length of the
particlesin the vapor,and otheredge effects alsoshouldbe addressed.

III. Simulation experiments versus reactor conditions

Plasma gun experimentsused to simulate disruptionhave mainly used lowenergy hydrogen ions (E < 100 eV). The plasma-particlekineticenergy in ITER,
however, will probably have a much higher energy (E = 1-20 keV). Higher
particleenergy can result in more erosion and a lower vapor shielding effect. A
second factor that may exist in the reactor environment but not in plasma gun
experiments is the effect of energetic electrons. The plasma energy during a
reactordisruptionwill be partiallycarded by high energyelectrons (E = 1-20 keV).
,,

Electrons penetrate target materials more deeply than do ions with the same
initial particle energy. Vapor shielding is therefore expected to be less effective
for electrons than for ions, and the net wall erosion will be higher for electrons
than for ions. This is confirmed by recent theoretical modeling and electron
beam simulationexperiments,I-tassanein[15].

o

A third factor that can result in a much lower erosion rate in simulation
experiments than in reactor conditions is due to the small size of testing
specimen samples (area < 5 cm2).

In this case, two-and three-dimensional

effects of radiation transport above the exposed sample, in the plasma-vapor
interactionzone, can significantlyreduce the net radiationflux to the sample and
subsequentlyyield a muchlowererosion rate.

On the other hand, an important factor, in the reactor environment which
can reduce reactor material erosion rates is the effect of magnetic field. The
magnetic field may substantiallyincrease the effectivenessof vapor shieldingby
increasingthe particle path lengthin the vapor due to the shallow angle between
the magnetic field and the divertor wall. Thus, all of the particle kineticenergy
and most of the converted radiationenergy may be absorbedand reradiated at
the outer front of the vapor layer, leaving very little radiation energy to be
•

transportedback to the wall and cause significanterosion. However, the inclined
nature of the magnetic field lines over the divertor plate can have an adverse
effect near the edges of the disruptionarea where the incomingplasma particles
see very little shieldingfrom the eroded materials. As a result,more erosioncan
be expected near the edges of the disruptionarea. While the expected energy
densities in an ITER disruption(10-20 MJ/m2) can be adequately generated by
gun experiments,this is not true for disruptiontime. Most of disruptionsimulation
i

0

experimentsperformed so far have used a depositiontime of 0.1 ms. It is very
importantto conduct disruptionexperimentswith depositiontimes up to 10 ms to
cover the range of the ITER disruptionscenario. Vapor shielding may not be as
effective in reducing the net erosion rate over longer disruptiontimes. Also, the
thicknuss of the melt layer in metal divertor plates may grow substantially at
longer depositiontimes and becomethe dominantmechanismin erosion losses.
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Besides the usual uncertaintiesin plasma gun parameters, such as actual
calibrated energy deposited on target material, exact time of deposition, and
wave from of the gun's power source, other important factors may significantly
affect the accuracyof the modelingand, more important, the relevancyto reactor
conditions.One major uncertaintyisthe amount and type of impuritiescontained
in the gun hydrogen plasma. In some gun experiments, it is believed that the
plasma source is dominated by impurities (such as carbon) generated by gun
interaction with the Teflon seals of the apparatus, Litunovsky [13].

Such

uncertainties make modeling efforts and correct interpretation of gun results
extremelydifficult.

Otherfactors related to plasma guns that may lead to underestimationof the
actual erosionrates includethe energy reflected at the target surface, particularly
at very low particle energies and the fact that experiments were performed on
targets at room temperature. More energy will be reflected at lower particle
energies, resultingin less erosion. Higher materialtemperaturesin actual reactor
conditionswill result in more erosion.

IV. Modeling of gun experiments

A fast and efficient routine has been developed and implemented in the
A'THERMAL computer code, Hassanein [14&15] to accurately simulate atomic
physics processes due to incoming sub-keV particles typical of plasma gun
experiments. Such low-energy particles can suffer 90° scatteringand create a
thermal plasma source in front of the vaporized target material. In this limit,
energy is radiated as photons by the source plasma; this radiation is partly
absorbed in the target vapor and partly transmitted through the target material

surface. Under typical plasma gun conditions(10 MJ/m2, < 1 ms pulse width),
the source impulse maintains both the source and target plasmas in the Saha
regime. For given densities and vapor temperatures, the code computes the
degree of ionization and the effective charge state of both zones. The heat
capacity of each vapor, which can be a significantheat sink in this process, is
found from particle kinetic energies, along with the Ionization and excitation
energy. The source and target plasmasrespectivelyradiate and absorb radiation
over a broad spectrum of wavelengths, and the optical depth of each zone Is
computed at each wavelength

by calculating the contributions from

Bremsstrahlung(with ions and neutrals) and free-bound radiation. Finally, the
equation of radiativetransfer determinesthe photon power spectrumtransmitted
throughthe target vapor to the materialsurface. The code simultaneouslysolves
these equations in a time-dependent manner, conserving energy and following
the evolutionof the target vapor cloud.

The code also accountsfor two-dimensionaleffects of radiationtransportin
both the source and the target vapor. The code uses simplifiedalgorithmsthat
eliminate many detailed atomic physicscalculationshaving little beadng on the
final result. As a consequence, a fast-running routine is achieved, making
parametric studiespracticalfor disruptionmodeling. Figure 1 shows a simulation
example of a hydrogen plasma gun experimenton a Be target. The plasma gun
energy density of 12 MJ/m2 is assumed deposited in 0.1 ms duration. The
temperature zones of the plasma gun source and the resultingtarget vapor are
shown as a functionof the energy depositiontime. The net radiated heat flux to
the Be surface from both zones as a resultof vadous atomic physicsprocesses
is also shown. This net heat flux becomes substantially lower than the initial
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unshlelded value. Consequently,much lower erosion rates are expected due to
the strongshieldingof the targetvapor.

Recently, the plasma gun at the University of New Mexico (PLADIS) was

_

;

used to simulate disruptions on both Be and graphite as well as on other
candidate materials. PLADIS Is capable of depositingenergy densitiesof up to
20 Mj/m2 in about 100 ms. Figure 2 shows the measured maximum erosion
depth for both Be and carbon(POCO graphite) over a range of energy densities
at 0.1 ms deposition time. The maximum ablation depth shown was directly
measured from recorded surface profilometry. The data points plotted are the
average of about 2-3 shots at each energy density. For gun parameters similar
to ITER disruptionparameters (12 MJ/m2 depositedin 0.1 ms), the measured Be
erosion lossis about five times higherthan that of graphite. One possiblemason
may be due to loss of the Be melt layer developed duringgun-energy deposition.
The loss of the melt layer can result from the high pressure associated with
plasma gun devices, in reactorenvironmentthe lossof melt layer can occuras a
result of plasma momentum, Deksnis [16] or by developing instabilities,
Hassanein [17].

The average erosiondepth inferred from mass lossof Be samples is shown
in Fig. 3, along with the maximum erosion depth measured from surface
,,

profllometry. Model prediction of eroded Be depth assumingerosion and loss of
the melt layer is also shown in Fig. 3. The mass-loss calculations yield an
erosion depth that is shallower by a factor of about 2 to 5 than the maximum
depth recorded by surface profllometry. Such a discrepancyis not unusualand
can be due to factors such as gun beam profile, melt layer movement, and
possibleredepositedmaterial(particularlynear the edges). The model prediction
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follows
theprofllometry
analysis
because themaximum forceon themeltlayer
shouldbe atthe centerofthesample where themeltlayeralsopeaks, Other
plasmagun experlments
have alsoshown subetantlal
eroslonratesInmaterlals
wlthhlghmeltlng
ratessuchas copperand alumlnum,Llnke[18],

Keeping in mind the uncertainties described above for the plasma gun
parameters, uncedaintles in ITER disruption conditions, and the relevancy of
plasma gun simulationto reactor conditions, the anticipated dleruptlon lifetime
performance of Be and graphite as facing materials is shown In Fig. 4. The
maximum number of tolerateddisruptionsis shownas a function of coating or tile
thickness. Because of the high heat load expected during normaloperations and
the required surface temperature limits, it is assumed that probable initial
thicknesses of the Be coating and the graphite tiles are 3 mm and 10 mm
respectively. If we assume that 50% of the Initialthicknesscan be sacrificed to
disruptionerosion, and based the experimentaldata given In Fig. 2, the predicted
disruptionlifetime of Be and graphiteplasma-facing componentsare 30 and 500
disruptions,respectively. However, If the heat load on the dlvertor plate can be
reduced by means such as sweeping or gas puffing/radiationcooling methods,
the Be coatingthicknesscan then be increased by several millimeters. A lO-mm
InitialBe coating thicknessisexpected to surviveabout lO0-full load disruptions.

Use of liquidmetalssuchas lithium(withmuch higherInlet temperaturethan
water) to cool the divedor will further limit the maximum Be coating thickness
requiredfor the same heat flux in order to keep the Be surface temperature at Its
design limit. A coolant such as NaK, with lower Inlet temperature, will allow a
thickerBe coating than will the lithiumcoolant. However, if the divertorplate has
to operate at higher surface temperature (350-400° C), requiredfor conditioning
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purposes between shots, the choiceof the coolant will not affect the Be coating
thickness. The Be thicknesswill be decided mainly by the maximum allowable
surfaaetemperature and the peak heat load on the divertorplate.

Several other important issues should be considered in the overall erosion
oompadson between Be and graphite. These issues includesputteringerosion
durtng normal operation, excessive Be melting during longer disruptiontimes,
maximum allowable heat load during normal operation, thermal fatigue
associated with pulse operations, and ability to in-situ repair the damaged
plasma*facing component. For example, plasma-sprayingtechniques could be
an effeotlve tool In repairing metallic components in-situ rather than replacing
damaged graphitefiles.
i

V, Conoluelone

Beryllium and graphite are considered good candidates for plasma-facing
materials. The advantages and disadvantagesof one material over the other in
several major Issues related to design, engineering, and operation are rather
closelymatched. The advantages associatedwith Be getteringand pumpingwill
not be relevant to long-pulse devices such as the ITER, which will require
powerful pumpingto control impuritiesand to remove helium ash. However, in
*t

terms of matedal loss during a disruption,recent plasma gun simulationsimply
that Be will suffer more erosion than graphite during the same disruption
cond!tlons.This is based on limiteddata available from plasma gun experiments
that may not simulate actual reactor disruption conditions. Additional relevant
experiments are needed before a final conclusion is made.

Furthermore,

localized evaporation of Be due to fluctuations in the heat flux will also cause

11
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degradation in plasma performance similar to carbon blooms. An additional
disadvantage of Be is its _)ulnerabilityto melting. Instabilities, erosion, and
transportof the melt layer can aggravatethis problem.

However, if the use of Be in ITER conditionscan reduce the incidence of
disruptionscompared to graphite performance as proven in JET, the advantage
of graphitewill then be less obvious. Other importantdisadvantagesof a carbonbased material are the neutron irradiationeffect on its thermophysicalproperties
and the radiation-enhancedsublimation. Neutron irradiationdoses as low as 0.1
dpa may significantlyreduce the thermal conductivityof carbon and limit its use
as a high-heat-fluxmaterial. Anotherconcern is the amount of tdtium retained in
carbon-based materials dudng operation. However, dependingon the conditions
of Be surface, large amounts of tritium can also be retained. In addition, the
potential to repair a metallic component in-situ by plasma-spraying or other
methods may encourage and support the use of Be over nonmetallic materials
such as graphite. However, the concern will then be the properties of the
plasma-sprayedmaterials,which may have much lowerthermal conductivitythat
in turn willlimitthe allowablepeak heat load on these matedals.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1.

Plasma source and target vapor temperatures and the resulting net
radiated heat flux duringdisruption.

Figure 2.

Maximum ablation depth for Be and graphite measured by surface
profllometry.

Figure 3.

Beryllium ablation depth as determined by profilometry(maximum),
mass loss(average), and model prediction.

Figure 4.

Maximumtolerated No. of disruptionsbased on plasma gun results.
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